Introduction
The nature of interactions between physical entities results very often in their periodic arrangement. Examples exist over very different length scales from atomic crystal lattices [1] to mesoscopic materials created by self-assembly [2] up to macroscopic periodic structures [3] . Despite their periodicity, these arrangements are never free of defects. The interest in these defects originates from their crucial influence on the macroscopic properties of the material. For instance, the physics of defects in crystalline solids, in particular also point defects in the form of impurities, has been studied intensively to understand their influence on strength and plastic behaviour [4] .
On a much larger length scale periodic cellular solids have recently become a popular research topic (e.g. [3, [5] [6] [7] [8] ). Cellular solids, in particular 2D honeycombs and 3D foams, are F o r P e e r R e v i e w O n l y widely used technologically in light weight constructions. In addition cellular solids, both regular and random, are abundant in nature [9] with the sponge-like trabecular bone [10, 11] , the anisotropic cellular structure found in wood [12, 13] and cork [14, 15] , and the glass sponge Euplectella [16] being only some of many examples studied. Their application both in nature and technology is based on the idea to use a minimal amount of material to create strong reinforcing structures. Again the impossibility of defect free periodic cellular solids raises the question about the influence of defects on the macroscopic mechanical performance. Intensive finite element analysis has been performed to understand the influence of non periodic microstructures [17, 18] and of different types of morphological imperfections like missing cell walls, cell-wall waviness, misalignment and thickness on the elastic modulus, strength [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] and toughness [25] .
Here we present work that focuses on the influence of a defect on its local environment within the cellular solid. In particular we investigate how a defect in the form of a structural perturbation can result in concentrations of the elastic strain energy, when a cellular solid is deformed. Concentrations of the strain energy indicate regions in the cellular architecture where brittle failure could initiate. Our research is motivated by the question whether these sites of high values of the strain energy can be predicted based on a geometrical analysis of the cellular structure. Considering trabecular bone this question has high priority to assess the quality of the bone architecture in osteoporotic patients [26] . Recent experimental advances in imaging trabecular bone using µ -CT [27] raise hopes that based on a structural analysis "weak points" in the bone structure can be identified, which could then act as initiators of (non-traumatic) bone fractures. Finite element studies investigating the distribution of forces in cellular solids demonstrated that the width of the force distribution depends critically on the degree of randomness of the structure, with increasing randomness resulting in a broader distribution [28] . In Voronoi honeycombs the axial strains in the cell walls have been found to be approximately normally distributed [19] . Luxner et al. [29] F o r P e e r R e v i e w O n l y studied how the energy is distributed in different struts of a 3D open cell structure when loaded uniaxially by looking at frequency distributions of the energy. In cases of a small irregularity of the structure the distribution was sharply peaked indicating a concentration of the strain energy in few sites of the cellular solid [29] .
To investigate the effect of a structural defect on its environment, our strategy is to study a model system of reduced complexity. A single defect is introduced in a twodimensional regular honeycomb structure. A regular honeycomb is a well-studied system [3, 30, 31] , which is mechanically isotropic and has relevance both in biology [12, 32] and engineering . In this regular honeycomb a minimal structural defect is introduced. For a defect to carry geometrical information it has to comprise of at least several struts, which meet in a junction point. For honeycombs, joints have a coordination number of three (Fig. 1 ). For this work the point of view is therefore to consider the cellular structure as a periodic assembly of joints the same way a crystalline lattice is build up periodically by atoms. The single defect plays then the role of an impurity in an otherwise regular honeycomb. The aim is to classify defects in terms of their ability to concentrate the strain energy density. As a tool for the classification, we mechanically characterize the periodic irregular lattice honeycomb, which can be constructed in a unique way of identical copies of the defect joint. It is shown that a mechanically disadvantageous geometry of the defect does not necessarily lead to a concentration of the strain energy density in the defect, but to a concentration in its neighbouring environment.
Methods
The influence of different joint defects on their environment in an otherwise regular hexagonal honeycomb is investigated using a three-step approach. First, appropriate joints are selected, using the restriction that the joint should fit as a defect into a regular honeycomb lattice which strongly decreases the parameter space of possible joints. Second, the joint is 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 F o r P e e r R e v i e w O n l y mechanically characterized by constructing a periodic lattice in a unique way with the joint as a basic building block using analytical results from [33] . In the last step, the joint is introduced as a defect in the regular honeycomb lattice, and its performance and the influence on its environment under mechanical loading is studied using finite element modelling. The steps of this procedure are shown in Fig. 1 and are explained in more detail below.
Selection of joint
For general two-dimensional honeycombs, which have a coordination number 3 = Z , a joint consists of three beams, which meet each other at a junction point (Fig. 1b) . Assuming cylindrical beams of circular cross section, a joint is geometrically characterized by 8 parameters: 3 beam lengths, 3 cross-sectional radii, and 2 angles. In the following the radii of the three struts forming the joint are assumed to be identical. The number of independent parameters is further reduced when the selection of joints is restricted to joints that can be inserted in a regular honeycomb to act as a defect. In this case the joint is fully characterized by the coordinates of the junction point, ) , (
, where the origin of the coordinate
, is conveniently chosen to be the junction point of a regular joint (Fig. 1a) .
Selection of the junction point, P , within a T-shaped area defined in Fig. 1a excludes only extreme joint geometries of minor interest.
Classification of the joint (periodic irregular honeycomb)
In order to assess the mechanical performance of a joint, the joint is used to construct in a unique way a periodic irregular honeycomb lattice (Fig. 1c) . The beams are modelled as
Euler-Bernoulli beams with circular cross section of radius, r , and isotropic material properties with a uniform Young's modulus, E , and Poisson ratio, ν . The full elastic matrix, ij C , of the honeycomb structure can then be derived analytically as a function of the joint 
where a denotes the beam length of a regular joint ( 
Effect of joint acting as a defect in a regular honeycomb
In the final step the joint, defined and characterized in the previous section, is implanted as a defect in a regular hexagonal honeycomb ( . The high slenderness ratio of the beams were chosen to reduce the influence of transverse shear, which was neglected in the analytical solutions which used Euler-Bernoulli beams to characterize the joints. Periodic boundary conditions for the displacement field were used [21] for a system of honeycombs with a linear system size of 105a , which corresponds to 8608 joints overall. The system size was large enough to avoid interactions of the defect with itself due to the periodic boundary conditions as tested with lattices of different size. Nevertheless, for the calculation of the total strain energy density of the lattice, only the inner half of the lattice was considered for the evaluation, since the periodic boundary conditions lead to distortions of the strain and stress fields at the boundaries [21] . Results shown here are restricted to the case that the joint has left-right symmetry, i.e., the junction point of the joint is defined as
In addition to the implantation of geometrical defects as described above, the effect of a second kind of defect was tested. Here the geometry of the regular honeycomb remained untouched, but the cross-sectional radius r of the beams of one joint (and its connection to the rest of the lattice) was changed. Such a "mass defect" is characterized by the parameter 0 / r r k = .
Values of k in the range from 0.01 to 100 were studied.
Results

Classification of the joint (periodic irregular honeycomb)
Fig . 2 shows the strain energy density (SED) of periodic irregular honeycombs, which were generated starting from a joint with the procedure explained above ( (Fig. 2, bottom) .
By compressing a periodic honeycomb lattice along the horizontal 1 X direction, the minimum SED is obtained when the 2 x coordinate of the junction point of the joint equals -0.5 a (Fig. 2a) . In this case, where the honeycomb resembles a brick wall (Fig. 2, bottom) , beams of the joint align along the loading direction and the corresponding SED is three orders of magnitude less than the one stored in the regular lattice (SED 0 ). Already small deviations from this particular "brick wall" geometry result in significant drops in the SED. For a compressive load in the vertical 2 X direction, the stiffest honeycomb is not the regular isotropic one, but a lattice which is obtained when the junction point is moved along the vertical direction of about -0.2 a (Fig. 2b) . The shallow colour gradient within the plot indicates that under this loading condition honeycombs are rather insensitive to the specific geometry of the honeycomb. In contrast, hydrostatic compression results in the strongest variations of the SED to over five orders of magnitude (Fig. 2c) . The stiffest geometry is realized by a regular joint,
, resulting in an isotropic regular honeycomb.
Effect of joint acting as a defect in a regular honeycomb
The exchange of one joint in a regular honeycomb with a joint of different geometry leads to a redistribution of the SED, which is naturally homogeneous for the regular honeycomb. Firstly we investigate the problem, whether a joint, which was classified as soft or stiff (in the previous section), results in a softening or stiffening of the global lattice. The total strain energy density of the global lattice for the three loading cases as a function of the joint geometry is plotted (Fig. 3a) and compared with the strain energy density of the periodic irregular lattice (Fig. 3b) . Since only symmetrical joints are considered, the 2 x -coordinate of cases: a locally soft joint (Fig. 3b) weakens the lattice also at the global level (Fig. 3a) . For uniaxial horizontal compression (full black line) the minimum in both lattices is shifted at -0.5 a and around that position the behaviour is also similar. For uniaxial vertical compression (dashed line), however, joints classified as soft do not soften the overall lattice for positive values of the junction point position (Fig. 3a, right part of the plot).
A plot of the spatial distribution of the SED allows studying the redistribution of the SED due to the inclusion of a defect. A representative case of an arrow-shaped geometrical defect, which is characterized by a junction point
, is shown in Figure 4 . The SED has its peak value in the defect when the honeycomb is compressed hydrostatically (Fig.   4a ). The energy is strongly concentrated in the defect with a SED value more than 7 orders of magnitude larger than the far field value. Although not well presented by the logarithmic scaling of Fig. 4a , the SED returns very rapidly to its far field value, when moving away from the defect. The breaking of the up-down symmetry by the defect is clearly reflected in the asymmetric SED pattern. Under uniaxial vertical compression (Fig. 4b) , the resulting SED pattern shows pronounced long-ranged anisotropy. The SED is concentrated in the joints, Under uniaxial vertical compression the situation is reversed (Fig. 5b) . Joints that have been classified as soft, display the lowest value of the SED when acting as a defect. The corresponding SED peak values show the opposite behaviour to the SED of the defect, being high when the SED in the defect is low.
When a mass defect is introduced, i.e. the beams in one joint have reduced or increased cross-sectional radii without perturbing the regular geometry of the honeycomb, the resulting SED pattern is even qualitatively very different depending on the amount of joint mass reduction (Fig. 6) . In particular the maximum value of the SED is found in different positions with respect to the position of the defect. For very low mass of the defect (approximately 07 . 0 ≤ k ) the maximum of the SED occurs at the location of the defect itself (Fig. 6a) . For less severe reductions ( 1 07 . 0 < < k ), the highest strain energy is observed at the third nearest neighbour joints of the defect located on the inclined symmetry directions of the honeycomb (Fig. 6b) . When the defect presents beams which are thicker than the regular joint ( 1 > k ), the maximum value of the SED is found in the fourth neighbours situated on a horizontal line passing thorough the defect (Fig. 6c) . In all cases the six-fold symmetry of the honeycomb is reflected in an anisotropic long-ranged SED pattern.
Discussion
In this paper we combined analytical and numerical results to understand how the individual building blocks of a 2D cellular structure behave as defects. As elementary (Fig. 2c ) the regular lattice is characterized by pure axial deformations with the result that the elastic properties scale linearly with the relative density [3] . Even small deviations from the regular geometry introduce bending and therefore a significant increase in the amount of energy absorbed.
Under uniaxial horizontal compression (Fig. 2a) for uniaxial vertical compression (Fig. 2b) can be understood in terms of simple beam bending. Since the bending moment acting on one of the lower beams, 2 L or equivalently 3 L , is proportional to The insertion of a joint with given geometry as a defect in an otherwise regular honeycomb leads to intricate spatial distributions of the SED (Fig. 4 and 6 ). Under vertical Under uniaxial compression, however, the situation was reversed so that soft joints were so effective in shielding the loading from themselves, that SED values were very low in the defect itself, but highly increased in the neighbourhood of the defect. In the context of failure of a cellular solid like trabecular bone, this implies that not necessarily sites with a mechanically unfavourable geometry break first, but initiation of failure can be shifted to their nearer neighbourhood. Even in the situation where the geometry of the regular hexagonal honeycomb is unchanged, and only one joint is thinned or thickened, the question of where the SED is concentrated cannot be stated simply. For very thin defects, the concentration of the SED within the defect results from the low volume of the defect, which decreases faster than the strain energy in the defect. For moderately thin defects the strain energy density is not concentrated in the defect itself.
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